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1. INTRODUCTION
Consider the following boundary-value problem for a linear O.D.E. with
parameter:
x q a x q v 2 x s l f t x , .È Ç 1 1 . x 0 s x T ; x 0 s x T , .  .  .  .Ç Ç
 .where x t is an unknown function, a / 0 is a given damping coefficient,
 .f t is a given sufficiently smooth T-periodic function representing a
parametric excitation, v s 2prT , and l g R is a ``spectral'' parameter.1
The question is whether there exist such values of l in the following we1
.  .refer to them as characteristic values that the problem 1 admits a
 .nontrivial classical solution x t k 0?
Let us recall that the answer to the question posed is rather trivial in the
 . w xcase when f t preserves sign on 0, T . For example, without loss of
w x  .generality suppose that ; t g 0, T f t ) 0. In this case one may rewrite
 .the problem 1 in the form of an integral equation
T
x t s l G t , t f t x t dt .  .  .  .H1 a
0
 .  .1r2  .and introduce a substitution of variables x t s f t x t , which leads toÄ
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the equation
T Äx t s l G t , t x t dt . 2 .  .  .  .Ä ÄH1 a
0
 .Here G t, t is a Green function of the periodic problem for the differen-a
 .tial operator in the left part of 1 ; as it possesses the symmetry property
 .  .G t, t s G t , t , then it is obvious that the kernel of the integrala a
Ä 1r2 1r2 .  .  .  .  .operator in 2 , G t, t s G t, t f t f t , is also symmetric. Notinga a
 .  . T  .also that all the solutions x t to 2 in the space L 0, T of all square-in-Ä 2
 .tegrable functions correspond by regularity to the classical solutions of 1 ,
we see that the original problem is reduced to the well studied eigenvalue
problem for a self-adjoint compact operator in Hilbert space.
 . w xMuch less clear is the case when f t changes sign on 0, T , i.e., it has at
U w x  U .least one turning point t g 0, T : f t s 0. The problem now cannot be
reduced to the eigenvalue problem for a symmetric operator. Also, observe
 .  .that when in the sample problem 1 the damping term is absent a s 0 ,
then our question admits one trivial answer: at l s 0 each linear combi-1
nation of sin v t and cos v t is obviously a solution. Therefore, the question
we are interested in this case reads: Does the problem have at least one
characteristic value lX / 0?1
Exactly such situations area studied in this paper. The method used here
to study this class of problems develops the one introduced recently by
w xVavilov and applied by him in 1, 2 to study the two-point boundary-value
problems for various O.D.E's. It makes use of the topological degree
theory to ensure the solvability of some specially constructed systems of
branching equations. The application of such an approach to study the
existence of periodic solutions to the problems of the above-introduced
type requires its further development. This is mainly caused by the
necessity to deal with rather complicated systems of branching equations.
Additionally, we introduce another approach that is connected with the
study of some iterations of the systems of branching equations by means of
degree theory.
In the next section the necessary preliminaries on the use of Leray]
Schauder topological degree theory for some special systems of function-
al equations are introduced. After that we describe in an abstract func-
tional]analytic formulation the method to deal with the problems of the
type introduced above. It is based on application of degree theory to some
specially constructed branching equations. The last two sections are de-
voted to the application of the abstract technique developed to a number
of new practical eigenvalue problems for periodic solutions of linear
ordinary differential equations of Hill's type as well as for the linearized
problem of shallow shell stability.
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2. TOPOLOGICAL DEGREE THEORY FOR THE SPECIAL
CLASS OF MAPPINGS
In this section we focus on the following general system of functional
equations:
u s F u , l , .
3 . D u , l s 0, .
with u g E, l g R n, F: E = R n ª E a nonlinear operator, and
D: E = R n ª R n a nonlinear vector-functional; E is some Banach space
and, generally speaking, infinite-dimensional. To study its solvability we
will apply Leray]Schauder topological degree theory to the mappings of
the following type
u y F u , l .
C u , l s . 4 .  . 5D u , l .
 .For this purpose consider the regions open bounded subsets V ; E and1
V ; R n and denote their boundaries by ­ V and ­ V respectively. Also2 1 2
let V s V = V .1 2
w xFollowing the ideas of 3, 4 , we can define a topological degree
 .deg C, V, 0 when C satisfies the following two properties:
 .1. compactness F is a compact and continuous operator, and D is a
continuous vector-functional which maps bounded sets into bounded ones;
 .  .  .2. nondegeneracy on the boundary ; u, l g ­ V C u, l / 0.
If the mapping C satisfying the compactness property is nondegenerate
on the boundary ­ V we call it admissible on V. It is clear that in this case
 . n nthe operator I y C is compact and continuous in E = R hereE=R
n.nI is an identical map in E = R , and therefore the degree introducedE=R
w xis exactly a Leray]Schauder degree with all its ordinary properties 5 . We
  ..say that the mapping C the system 3 is topologically nontrivial on the
n   . .  .regions V ; E, V ; R is V V , V , for short when deg C, V, 0 / 0.1 2 1 2
 .From topological nontrivially it follows that the system of equations 3 has
 X X.at least one solution u , l g V. Moreover, it ensures that Galerkin
 .approximation systems written out for 3 are solvable inside the men-
tioned regions for each sufficiently large dimension N of the finite-dimen-
sional approximating subspace E ; E and the sets of their solutions TN N
 .  .are attracted to T , the set of solutions to 3 , i.e., ;« ) 0, T ; B T , « forN
each sufficiently large N. Here by B an ``«-neighborhood'' of the set has
 .  n <  . 4  .been denoted: B T , « ' x g E = R dist x, T - « , where dist x, T
stands for the distance between x and T.
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To calculate the degree introduced we will use throughout the paper the
w xfollowing assertion which is a generalization of the result stated in 1 .
THEOREM 1. Let the following assumptions be ¨alid:
 41. F is continuous and maps cl V = cl co 0, V into a compact1 2
 4subset of E, while the restriction of D to cl co 0, V = cl V is a continuous1 2
¨ector-functional which maps bounded sets into bounded ones;
w x  .2. ; t g 0, 1 , ;u g ­ V , ;l g cl V u y F u, tl / 0;1 2
w x  .3. ; t g 0, 1 , ;u g cl V , ;l g ­ V D tu, l / 0;1 2
  . .4. deg u y F u, 0 , V , 0 s g / 0;1 1
  . .5. deg D 0, l , V , 0 s g / 0.2 2
 .  .  .Then deg C, V, 0 s g g / 0 and the system of equations 3 is V V , V .1 2 1 2
Throughout the paper we will construct some systems of branching
 .equations of the type 3 for each specific problem under investigation and
then use Theorem 1 to verify its topological nontriviality on some regions
V ; E and V ; R n. The major difficulty in such an approach usually1 2
occurs in finding regions in which the conditions 2]5 hold. Here we
suggest the following scheme that has proved itself in various applications.
 . 5 51. For the region V choose the ball B 0 ; E: u - r , r ) 0.E1 r 1 11
2. Usually the most difficult in practice is to verify conditions 3 and 5
of Theorem 1. As we will see in the examples, it is more or less simple only
in the one-dimensional case, i.e., when l s l g R. In a higher dimen-1
sional situation we choose some positive number d ) 0 and construct the
region V ; R n so that condition 5 is automatically satisfied, while the2
boundary of this region can be covered by a finite number of its subsets
m
k kÇ Ç­ V s V , V ; ­ V , m g N,D2 2 2 2
ks1
Ç k<  . <such that ;k s 1, . . . , m ' i: D 0, l ) d when l g V . Hencei 2
5  .5 nD 0, l ) d when l g ­ V . Observe that in the construction of thisR 2
 .finite-dimensional region we use only the mapping D 0, l . Denote by r2
5 5 n  4the minimum radius of the ball l - r that covers cl co 0, V :R 2 2
5 5 nr s max l .R2
 4lgcl co 0, V 2
Instead of condition 3 we will each time verify a stronger one
5 5 nmax D u , l y D 0, l - d . 5 .  .  .R
5 5u -r , lg­ VE 1 2
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3. The conditions 2 and 4 of Theorem 1 are obviously satisfied when
 4  .  .;l g cl co 0, V F ?, l maps B 0 into itself. Therefore, instead of2 r1
these conditions we verify a stronger one: if
5 5 5 5 n 5 5u - r , l - r , then F u , l - r . 6 .  .E R E1 2 1
4. Now we see that the problem of verification of the conditions 2]5
of Theorem 1 is reduced to a problem of coupled solvability of a system of
 .  .inequalities 5 and 6 with respect to the unknowns r ) 0, r ) 0.1 2
Sometimes it is difficult or in some sense unreasonable to verify the
 .topological nontriviality of the system 3 directly by applying Theorem 1.
In this paper we find it fruitful to introduce also the method connected
with the study of some special iterations of the original system of equa-
 . ntions 3 . Namely, consider another mapping in E = R :
u y F u , l .
C u , l s . 7 .  .1  5D F u , l , l . .
w xThe following theorem is the reformulation of the one proclaimed in 6 .
THEOREM 2. If both mappings C and C satisfy the compactness prop-1
erty, and one of them is admissible on V, then so is also another one.
Moreo¨er, in this case
deg C u , l , V , 0 s deg C u , l , V , 0 . .  . .  .1
Proof. The first part of the statement is obvious, for the sets of zeros of
C and C coincide. To prove the second part, note that the ``vector fields''1
 .C and C can be directed oppositely on ­ V if only u s F u, l . But in1
this case their finite-dimensional components are equal and nonzero due
to admissibility. Therefore these C and C are never directed oppositely,1
which implies the validity of the statement being proved. Q.E.D.
 .Therefore, to verify that the original mapping C is V V , V one can1 2
 .construct its ``iteration'' C and then verify that the latter is V V , V ,1 1 2
say, by using the proposed scheme. Such an approach will be used in this
paper to obtain some results of a rather general nature on the existence of
multiple characteristic values for Hill's equations in different settings.
3. GENERALIZED EIGENVALUE PROBLEMS AT RESONANCE
Consider the following linear problem with a real parameter l :1
Lx s l Ax , 8 .1
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where x g E is the unknown element, A: E ª E is a linear operator,1 1 2
E , E are some real Banach spaces, L: E ª E is a linear densely1 2 1 2
.defined in E Fredholm operator of index zero, with nontrivial kernel,1
 4ker L s span w , . . . , w1 n
and adjoint kernel
U  4ker L s span c , . . . , c .1 n
The condition implied on the operator L is well-known as a ``resonance''
 .condition, thus we call the problems of the type 8 generalized eigenvalue
problems at resonance. We will refer to the number lX g R as a character-1
 . Xistic value of 8 if l s l provides nontrivial solvability of this problem.1 1
Obviously due to the resonance assumption lX s 0 is a characteristic1
 .value, therefore with the problem 8 we are interested in nonzero charac-
teristic values.
In searching for the nontrivial solutions we use the technique introduced
w x  .in 1 and apply to the problem 8 the following nonequivalent substitution
of variable
n
x s l u q l p q w q l w , 9 .1 1 1 i i
is2
Ãy1 Ãy1where p s L Aw , L : E ª E s E rker L is the generalized inverse1 2 1
w xfor L, which can be constructed according to Schmidt's lemma 7 ; and
 .u g E. After the Lyapunov]Schmidt-like reduction of the problem 8
 .using the relationship 9 yields the set of branching equations
n¡
y1Ãu s L A l u q l p q l w ,1 1 i i /
is2~
n
 :  :A l u q l p q l w , c s y Aw , c , j s 1, . . . , n ,1 1 i i j 1 j¢  /
is2
10 .
 .which is obviously of the type 3 with the unknowns u g E and l s
 4 n nl , . . . , l g R . Denote P : l g R ¬ l g R. Now we can answer the1 n 1 1
 .question on existence of nonzero characteristic value of the problem 8 by
the following statement, which is the generalization of the result stated in
w x1 .
THEOREM 3. Let for some V g E, V g R n the system of equations1 2
 .  .10 be V V , V , while the system of linear algebraic equations1 2
n
 :  :  :l Ap, c q l Aw , c s y Aw , c , j s 1, . . . , n1 j i i j 1 j
is2
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U U  .does not admit such a solution l that P l s 0. Then the problem 8 has1
at least one nonzero characteristic ¨alue lX g P V , to which at least one1 1 2
 .eigenfunction of the form 9 corresponds. The set of characteristic ¨alues
within the pointed out region can be approximated by applying Galerkin
 .numerical scheme to the system 10 .
Proof. We observe that no solution to the system of branching equa-
 .tions 10 corresponds to the trivial solution of the original problem. In
 X X.fact, if it is not so, and there exists a solution u , l corresponding to
 .  .x s 0, then from 9 and from the first equation of the system 10 follows
that uX s yp which implies the obviously incorrect equality w s1
n X  X X.  .y l w . It is clear that if u , l is the solution to the system 10 thenis2 i i
X X  .l s P l is the characteristic value of the original problem 8 . Also note,1 1
that from the second condition of the theorem it follows that the system
 .  X X. X10 does not admit such a solution u , l , that P l s 0. The correctness1
of assertion is now an obvious consequence of the principle of nonzero
degree. Q.E.D.
We pass to the study of the generalized eigenvalue problems of the type
Lx s l Ax q Bx , 11 .1
 .where x, L, A are the same as in 8 , while B: E ª E is a linear1 2
operator. Of course, we are interested in a ``nontrivial'' case when this
problem cannot be reduced to the previous one. This means that the
 .operator L y B is not a Fredholm operator with nontrivial kernel.
Therefore in this case we allow l to be zero.1
 .We apply to the problem 11 the ordinary Lyapunov]Schmidt reduction
and the nonequivalent substitution of variables
n
x s u q w q l w , 12 .1 i i
is2
 .obtaining the system of branching equations of the type 3
n n¡
y1 y1Ã Ãu s l L A u q w q l w q L B u q w q l w , 1 1 i i 1 i i /  /
is2 is2~ n n
 :  :l A u q w q l w , c q B u q w q l w , c s 0, 1 1 i i j 1 i i j /  /
is2 is2¢ j s 1, . . . , n ,
13 .
with the unknowns u g E s E rker L, l g R n. It is clear that this system1
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cannot have a solution which corresponds to the trivial solution to the
original problem. Thus, from the principle of nonzero degree one can
obtain the following statement.
THEOREM 4. Let for some V g E, V g R n the system of equations1 2
 .  .  .13 be V V , V . Then the problem 11 has nonempty set of characteristic1 2
X  .¨alues l g P V , to which eigenfunctions of the form 12 correspond. This1 1 2
set can be approximated by applying Galerkin numerical method to the system
 .13 .
4. EIGENVALUE PROBLEMS FOR THE EQUATIONS OF
HILL'S TYPE
In this section we deal with generalized eigenvalue problems for peri-
odic solutions of the equations of Hill's type.
 .Consider the following problem of the type 8 :
x s l f t x , t ) 0, l g R, .È 1 1 14 . x 0 s x T ; x 0 s x T , .  .  .  .Ç Ç
 .with a given period T ) 0 and a given T-periodic function f t . There
exists a vast literature on problems of this kind. The most well-studied case
 .  .is when f t s f q f cos 2v t, v s 2prT , when the problem 14 turns0 c, 2
out to be a periodic problem for Mathieu equation. In this case all the
characteristic values lX can be explicitly computed from the expressions1
for the boundaries of the instability tongues on the Irons]Strutt stability
w xdiagram, and the respective eigenfunctions are also known 8 . What is
more, for this particular case all the characteristic values are known to be
simple. It has been shown also that this should not necessarily happen
 .when the parametric excitation f t has a more complex structure. Al-
though a number of papers is appearing on such general Hill problems, the
situation in general still remains unclear. The basic result for this case, like
existence of countably many characteristic values as well as various esti-
mates for the latter when the spectral parameter is introduced affinely, can
w xbe found in the famous book 9 . Many recent works, among which one
w xshould mention the ones of Weinstein and Keller 10, 11 as well as the
w xone of Broer and Levi 12 , study the behavior of instability regions on the
stability diagrams for the Hill equations with various types of parametric
 .excitation f t that satisfy certain restrictions. The conditions imposed on
 .this function in most cases can be easily verified when f t contains only a
finite number of terms in its Fourier series expansion. However, by the
asymptotic methods used in these papers it is difficult to consider the cases
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 .when f t can be represented by an infinite Fourier series. The method we
develop in this paper allows us to handle such problems. One should
emphasize that though we get various results on the existence of periodic
solutions, the problem of stability of these solutions remains open. No less
attention has been drawn recently to the influence of damping on the
stability zones as well as on the periodic solutions of Hill's equations see,
w x .for example, 13 and the references therein . In the following we will also
consider problems of existence of periodic solutions of damped Hill's
equations in different settings. Although the study of nonlinear perturba-
tion of Hill's equation is not the purpose of this paper, for the sake of
completeness we mention here the recent papers on bifurcational aspects
of nonlinear perturbations of Hill's and, in particular, Mathieu's equation
w x w xby Broer and Vegter 14 and by Stepanov and Vavilov 15 .
 .For all the problems in this section including 14 we will seek their
w xnontrivial classical solutions in the space E s E s C 0, T of all contin-1 2 T
w xuous T-periodic functions on 0, T with a standard uniform norm. Also
throughout this section we denote by f , f , f the respective Fourier0 c, k s, k
 .series coefficients for the function f t :
q`
f t s f q f cos kv t q f sin kv t , .  .0 c , k s , k
ks1
 . T  .  . T  .f s 1r T H f t dt , f s 2r T H f t cos k v dt , f s0 0 c , k 0 s , k
 . T  .2rT H f t sin kv t dt, v s 2prT. In order to ensure the easier interpre-0
 .  .  .tation of the results we consider here f t s f q q t , where q t does not0
 .contain the constant term in its Fourier series expansion, and restrict f t
<  . <so that c s max q t s 1. Thus l would represent the amplitude ofq w0, T x 1
the oscillatory part of the parametric excitation.
 .Now for the problem 14 we claim:
 .  .  .THEOREM 5. Let f t s f q q t , where q t is such a T-periodic func-0
w x T  . <  . <tion continuous on 0, T that H q t dt s 0, c s max q t s 1 and0 q w0, T x
 . < <  .q t k 0. Then '«# ) 0 such that when 0 - f - «# the problem 14 has0
at least one characteristic ¨alue lX g J X, where1
U U’l , 1 q 2 l , f ) 0, . .1 1 0XJ s
U U ’1 q 2 l , l , f - 0, . .1 1 0
U U 2 q` 2 2 2 .  .l s l f s f v ra , a s  f q f rk .1 1 0 0 11 11 ks1 c, k s, k
We present here a detailed proof of this simple statement to show the
technique in use, although in the following we will obtain a much stronger
result by another method.
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Proof. It is a well-known fact that the operator L defined by Lx s xÈ
restricted to the set of all twice continuously differentiable functions
 .satisfying the boundary conditions of 14 is a Fredholm operator of index
zero with the kernel and the adjoint kernel given by
TU 4ker L s span 1 , ker L s span ? dt . .H 5
0
 .When f t is continuous, then one can follow the steps of Section 3 and
 .obtain the system of branching equations of the type 10
T¡
u t s l G t , t f t u t q p t dt , .  .  .  .  . .H1
0~ 15 .
T T
l f t u t q p t dt s y f t dt , .  .  .  . .H H¢ 1
0 0
 .  .where u t , l are the unknowns, G t, t is the generalized Green's func-1
tion for the operator L that can be found by means of the methods
w xpresented in 16 ,
1
2G t , t s Tt q 2 tt y t q g t , t , .  .  .
2T
t y t , t F t ,where g t , t s , .  0 t ) t .
 . T  .  .  .and p t s H G t, t f t dt . The solutions to the system 15 are con-0
nected with the solutions to the original problem by the relationship
x t s l u t q p t q 1. 16 .  .  .  . .1
The smoothness of the generalized Green's function implies the necessary
 .  .smoothness of the solutions u t to the system 15 and hence of the
 .  .  .solutions x t to the problem 14 . Now observe that D 0, l s a l y b ,11 1 1
T 3 T .  .  .where a s H f t p t dt s yp a rv , b s yH f t dt s yf T.11 0 11 1 0 0
  . X.  .Therefore, for the system of equations to be V B 0 , J , where B 0r r1 1
<  . <denotes the ball max u t - r in E s E rker L, r ) 0, the follow-w0, T x 1 1 1
ing system of inequalities should hold:
U’ < < < < < <2 q 1 l c f q 1 r q c f q 1 - r , .  . .  .1 g 0 1 g 0 1
17 .
U ’ ’< < < < < <2 q 1 l T f q 1 r - 2 y 1 b r2, . .  .1 0 1 1
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T <  . <where c s max H G t, t dt . While writing out these inequalitiesg t gw0, T x 0
<  . <  < < .we used the fact that max p t - c f q 1 due to the restrictionw0, T x g 0
 .imposed on the norm of q t . This system of inequalities can obviously be
rewritten in the form
2’ < < < <2 q 1 f v c f q 1 r q c f q 1 ra .  . .  .0 g 0 1 g 0 11
2’- r - 3 y 2 2 a r2v , .1 11
which is clearly satisfied for sufficiently small f , while the upper bound0
«# can be determined from it for each given period T and the set of
coefficients f , f . Thus the reference to Theorem 3 concludes thec, k s, k
proof. The set of eigenvalues inside the mentioned interval for given
admissible f can be approximated by the Galerkin numerical method0
 .applied to the system of equations 15 . Q.E.D.
It is essential to remark that one could choose different bounds for the
interval J X to establish the existence of characteristic value, but this choice
would affect the estimate «# for the admissible values of f coefficient.0
Therefore, the bounds for the characteristic values and for the stationary
part of the parametric excitation term are connected with each other.
Their dependence can be derived from the respective sets of inequalities
 . Xof the type 17 , while to find the precise values of l it is better to use the1
Galerkin numerical technique, the application of which is justified for this
problem by the above statement.
Let us now study the existence of nontrivial periodic solutions for the
more general linear functional-differential equation
x q bBx s l f t x , t ) 0, l g R, .È 1 1 18 . x 0 s x T ; x 0 s x T , .  .  .  .Ç Ç
 .where T ) 0 and f t are the same as in the above examples, b g R is
w x w xsome given coefficient, and B: C 0, T ª C 0, T is the given linearT T
bounded operator of rather arbitrary form. It is clear that this problem is
 .of the 11 type. Thus in accordance with the method developed in Section
3 to deal with such problems, we introduce the substitution of variables
T
x t s u t q 1, where u t dt s 0, 19 .  .  .  .H
0
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and by the Lyapunov]Schmidt reduction come to the set of branching
 .equations of the type 13
T T¡
u t s l G t , t f t u t q 1 dt y b G t , t B u t q 1 dt , .  .  .  .  .  . .  .H H1
0 0~
T T
l f t u t q 1 dt y b B u t q 1 dt s 0, .  .  . .  .H H¢ 1
0 0
20 .
 .  .where u t , l are the unknowns, and G t, t is the generalized Green's1
 .function for the operator L introduced while studying the problem 14 .
 .The following result for the problem 18 is based on the application of the
iteration theorem 2.
 .  .THEOREM 6. Let in the problem 18 f t be as in Theorem 5, while the
w x w xlinear operator B: C 0, T ª C 0, T is bounded. Then '«# ) 0 such thatT T
< <  . < <whene¨er 0 - f - «# 'b# s b# f ) 0: ;b , 0 - b - b# the prob-0 0
 . X X Y Ylem 18 has at least two characteristic ¨alues l g J and l g J , where1 1
U U’l , 1 q 2 l , f ) 0, . .1 1 0XJ s
U U ’1 q 2 l , l , f - 0, . .1 1 0
U U’1 y 2 l , l , f ) 0, . .1 1 0YJ s
U U ’l , 1 y 2 l , f - 0, . .1 1 0
U U  .l s l f is defined in Theorem 5. To each of these characteristic ¨alues at1 1 0
 .least one eigenfunction of the form 19 corresponds. The sets of characteristic
¨alues of this type within the indicated inter¨ als can be approximated by
 .Galerkin numerical scheme applied to the system 20 . When b ª 0 each of
these sets if attracted to the set of characteristic ¨alues of the unperturbed
 .problem 14 inside the respecti¨ e inter¨ al.
 .  .Note that when b s 0, then the problem 18 assume the form 14 ,
while the ``trivial'' characteristic value of the latter lU s 0 g JY, and hence1
Theorem 5 can be regarded as the very particular case of the present
statement. It is also worth noting that b# ª 0 as f ª 0.0
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Proof. Write out the auxiliary system of equations obtained by setting
 .b s 0 in the system 20 :
T¡
u t s l G t , t f t u t q 1 dt , .  .  .  . .H1
0~ 21 .
T
l f t u t q 1 dt s 0, .  . .H¢ 1
0
 .and consider its first iteration as introduced by the formula 7 :
T¡
u t s l G t , t f t u t q 1 dt , .  .  .  . .H1
0~ 22 .
T T2 2l f t G t , s f s u s ds dt q l a y l b s 0, .  .  .  .H H¢ 1 1 11 1 1
0 0
 .where a , b , p t are the same as introduced in the proof of Theorem 5.11 1
 .Now we can analyze the system of equations 22 by means of the method
suggested by Theorem 1. The respective finite-dimensional mapping has
 .  .the form D 0, l s l l a y b . Therefore it is clear that1 1 1 11 1
deg D 0, l , JY , 0 s ydeg D 0, l , J X , 0 / 0. .  . .  .1 1
X Y <  . <Moreover, note that when l g ­ J or l g ­ J , then D 0, l s1 1 1
 U  ..2  .  .a l f / 0. Consider u t from the ball B 0 ; E s E r ker L :r11 1 0 11
<  . <  .   . Y .max u t - r . Then for the system of equations 22 to be V B 0 , Jw0, T x 1 r1
it is sufficient according to Theorem 1 that the following inequality be
solvable with respect to r :1
2U< < < < < <l f c f q 1 r q 1 - r - a rTc f q 1 . .  . .  .1 0 g 0 1 1 22 g 0
  . X.Also, for the system of equations analyzed to be V B 0 , J it isr1
sufficient by the same argument that
U’ < < < <1 q 2 l f c f q 1 r q 1 .  . . . 1 0 g 0 1
2’ < <- r - a r 3 q 2 2 Tc f q 1 . . .1 11 g 0
U  .As according to the conditions l f ª 0 when f ª 0, then both in-1 0 0
equalities hold for sufficiently small f . The upper bound «# for admissi-0
ble values of f can be estimated from these inequalities. Now due to the0
iteration theorem 2 we can conclude that also the auxiliary system of
 .   . X.   . Y .equations 21 is both V B 0 , J and V B 0 , J . Keeping in mind ther r1 1
boundedness of the operator B we see that for each fixed f such that the0
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auxiliary system of equations is topologically nontrivial on the respective
 .   . X.regions, the original system of branching equations 20 is also V B 0 , Jr1
  . Y .and V B 0 , J for sufficiently small b according to the principle ofr1
w xdegree stability with respect to small perturbations of the mapping 5 . Of
course, the upper bound for b depends on f . The desired conclusion can0
w xbe made with reference to theorem 4. By the method presented in 5 it
 .  .can be also easily concluded that as both systems of Eqs. 20 and 21 are
solvable inside the mentioned regions, then the respective sets of solutions
 .  .to 20 are attracted to those of 21 when b ª 0. This proves the fact of
attraction of the sets of characteristic values of the perturbed problem to
the one of the unperturbed problem when b ª 0. Q.E.D.
 .Now we return to the problem 14 and introduce into it the term
representing physical damping:
x q a x s l f t x , t ) 0, l g R, .È Ç 1 1 23 . x 0 s x T ; x 0 s x T , .  .  .  .Ç Ç
 .with the given damping coefficient a , while T and f t are the same as
in the previous problem. Certainly we may not apply directly the re-
sult obtained in Theorem 6, for in this case the operator B defined by
Bx s x is not continuous in the space chosen. But we can easily avoid thisÇ
T  .  .formal difficulty by keeping in mind the fact that H G t, t x t dt sÇ0
T  .  . T  .yH G t, t x t dt and H u t dt s 0. Hence the set of branching equa-Ç0 t 0
 .tions of the type 13 takes the form
T T¡
u t s l G t , t f t u t q 1 dt q a G t , t u t dt , .  .  .  .  .  . .H H1 t
0 0~ 24 .
T
l f t u t q 1 dt s 0, .  . .H¢ 1
0
 .  .with the unknowns u t , l . We also note that the problem 23 much like1
 . Xthe problem 14 always admits a ``trivial'' characteristic value l s 0.1
Therefore, having in mind the question of existence of nonzero character-
istic values of this problem, we reiterate the arguments of the proof of
Theorem 6 and arrive at the following statement.
 .  .THEOREM 7. Let in the problem 23 f t be as in Theorem 5. Then
< <  .'«# G 0 such that whene¨er 0 - f - «# 'a# s a# f ) 0: ;a , 0 -0 0
< <  . X Xa - a# the problem 23 has at least one characteristic ¨alue l g J , where1
the inter¨ al J X is defined in Theorem 5. To this characteristic ¨alue at least one
 .eigenfunction of the form 19 corresponds. The set of characteristic ¨alues of
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this type within the indicated inter¨ al can be approximated by Galerkin method
 .applied to the system 24 .
We will show how a different position of a ``spectral'' parameter affects
the characteristic values and the respective eigenfunctions of the problem.
Consider the periodic problem for the Hill's equation in the form
x q v 2 x s l f t x , t ) 0, l g R, .È 1 1 25 . x 0 s x T ; x 0 s x T , .  .  .  .Ç Ç
 .with v s 2prT , and T ) 0 and f t are the same as in the previous
problems. Define now the linear operator L by Lx s x q v 2 x with theÈ
domain consisting of all sufficiently smooth T-periodic functions. It is a
Fredholm operator of index zero with two-dimensional kernel. Thus we are
 .here more free in the choice of substitution of variables of the form 9 .
 .First, acting by analogy with the problem 14 , we introduce a substitution
of variables
x t s l u t q p t q sin v t q l cos v t , 26 .  .  .  . .1 s 2
 .and arrive at the set of branching equations of the type 10
T¡
u t s G t , t f t l u t q l p t q l cos vt dt , .  .  .  .  . .H 1 1 s 2
0
T s~l f t u t sin vt dt q l a q l a s b , .  . 27 .H1 1 11 2 12 1
0
T sl f t u t cos vt dt q l a q l a s b , .  .H¢ 1 1 21 2 22 2
0
 .  .where u t , l , l are the unknowns, G t, t is the generalized Green's1 2
 . T  .  .function for the operator L, p t s H G t, t f t sin vt dt ,s 0
Ts s 3a s f t p t sin vt dt s p a r4v , .  .H11 s 11
0
T
a s f t sin 2vt dtr2 s Tr4 f , .  .H12 s , 2
0
Tsa s f t p t cos vt dt , .  .H21 s
0
T 2a s f t cos vt dt s Tr8 f q f r2 , .  .  .H22 0 c , 2
0
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T 2b s y f t sin vt dt s y Tr8 f y f r2 , .  .  .H1 0 c , 2
0
T
b s y f t sin 2vt dtr2 s y Tr4 f , .  .H2 s , 2
0
q`
2 2s 2 2a s 2 f y f q f q f y f r k y 1 . .  .  . .11 s , 1 c , kq1 c , ky1 s , kq1 s , ky1
ks1
 .In the previous examples the restrictions we made on the norm of f t
allowed us to follow easily the change of the characteristic values lX of the1
periodic problems under consideration with the constant term f of the0
 .parametric excitation, while the oscillatory part q t of the latter remained
unchanged. From now on we will be interested in the setting where l1
represents the amplitude of the total parametric excitation both stationary
. <  . <and oscillatory part , and thus restrict c s max f t s 1. In addition,f w0, T x
 .further on we consider only the case when f t does not contain a term
 .sin 2v t in its Fourier series expansion in other words, f s 0 . This iss, 2
certainly not a restriction for the method presented, and it is only intro-
duced to simplify the calculations. The following result is valid.
 .  . <  . <THEOREM 8. Let for f t in the problem 25 c s max f t s 1 andf w0, T x
f s 0. There exists such «#s ) 0 that whens, 2
s s< <f y f r2 - «#, f / "f r2, a / 0,0 c , 2 0 c , 2 11
and either f / 0 or 'k / 2 : f 2 q f 2 / 0,0 c , k s , k
 .then the problem 25 has at least one characteristic ¨alue
X < X < < s < X sl : 0 - l - 2 l ; sign l s sign l ,1 1 1 1 1
s 2 swhere l s y4 v ra f y f r2 . . .1 11 0 c , 2
 .To this characteristic ¨alue at least one eigenfunction of the form 26
corresponds. The set of characteristic ¨alues of this type within the indicated
inter¨ al can be approximated by Galerkin numerical scheme applied to the
 .system 27 .
Proof. Under the conditions of the theorem the respective finite-di-
mensional map assumes the form:
l as y b1 11 1
D 0, l s . . s 5l a q l a1 21 2 22
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 .For the sake of brevity denote « s f y f r2 . Let us for fixed « / 00 c, 2
 . 2construct the region V s V « ; R , which is defined by the following2 2
boundaries:
A : l s 0, .1 1
A : l s 2ls « , .  .2 1 1
B : l s b « y l as ra , .  . .1 2 1 1 21 22
B : l s y b « q l as ra .  . .2 2 1 1 21 22
 .Fig. 1 . It is obvious that due to the conditions of the theorem being
 .proved V « is a nonempty region that appears to be a parallelogram.2
sAlso one notes that when « ª 0 then b ª 0 while a ¢ 0, which implies1 11
s  .that l ª 0, and hence the region V « tends to a single point l s 0. In1 2
 .fact, the same conditions imply that the equation D 0, l s 0 has only one
s .  .solution l s l « inside V « , while2
deg D 0, l , V « , 0 s ind ls « , D 0, l .  .  .  . . .2
s sign det DX 0, ls / 0. .l
 . 5  .5 2 < <Note that when l g A , then D 0, l ) b . All the same, whenR1, 2 1 1
 . 5  .5 2 < < 5  .5 2 < <l g B , then D 0, l ) b . Thus D 0, l ) b on ­ V .R R1, 2 2 1 1 2
 . <  . <Now consider the ball B 0 ; E s E rker L: max u t - r . De-r w0, T x1 11
T <  . < <  . <note c s max H G t, t dt and mind that max p t - c . Ac-gg w0, T x 0 w0, T x
FIG. 1. The region V ; R2 constructed in the proof of Theorem 8.2
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 .cording to Theorem 1, the system of branching equations 27 is
  .  ..V B 0 , V « whenever the following system of inequalities is solvable:r 21
c r « c q r q 1 - r , .  .g 2 g 1 1
U < < < <2 l « Tr - b « , .  .1 1 1
 . 5 5 nwhere r « s max l . Keeping in mind the relationshipR2 l g cl co0, V « .42
for ls, we arrive at a conclusion that the system of inequalities holds when1
c c q 1 r « r 1 y c r « - r - 1rT , .  . .  .g g 2 g 2 1
 .which can be satisfied for sufficiently small « , for r « ª 0 at « ª 0. As2
s . sl « s P l / 0, then the assertion is correct according to Theorem 3.1 1
Q.E.D.
 .We can also apply to the problem 25 another substitution of variables
 .of the type 9 ;
x t s l u t q p t q cos v t q l sin v t , 28 .  .  .  . .1 c 2
 . T  .  .  .where p t s H G t, t f t cos vt dt , and G t, t is the same generalizedc 0
Green's function for the operator L. This leads to the following system of
branching equations:
T¡
u t s G t , t f t l u t q l p t q l sin vt dt , .  .  .  .  . .H 1 1 c 2
0
T c~l f t u t cos vt dt q l a q l a s ya , .  . 29 .H1 1 21 2 12 22
0
T sl f t u t sin vt dt q l a y l b s b , .  .H¢ 1 1 21 2 1 2
0
 .with the unknowns u t , l and l . Here1 2
Tca s f t p t cos vt dt , .  .H21 c
0
q`
2 2c 2 2a s 2 f y f q f q f q f r k y 1 , .  .  . .11 c , 1 c , kq1 c , ky1 s , kq1 s , ky1
ks1
and we took into consideration the fact that
T T sf t p t sin vt dt s f t p t cos vt dt s a . .  .  .  .H Hc c 21
0 0
Now one can proclaim an assertion analogous to Theorem 8.
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 .  .THEOREM 9. Let for f t in the problem 25 , f s 0. There exists suchs, 2
c c c< <«# ) 0 that when f q f r2 - «#, f / "f r2, a / 0, and eitherc, 2 c, 20 0 11
2 2  .f / 0 or 'k / 2 : f q f / 0, then the problem 25 has at least one0 c, k s, k
characteristic ¨alue
X < X < < c < X cl : 0 - l - 2 l ; sign l s sign l ,1 1 1 1 1
c 2 cwhere l s y4 v ra f q f r2 . . .1 11 0 c , 2
 .To this characteristic ¨alue at least one eigenfunction of the form 28
corresponds. The set of characteristic ¨alues of this type within the indicated
inter¨ al can be approximated by Galerkin method applied to the system of
 .branching equations 29 .
Again we are going to study how a little damping influences the
 .existence of nontrivial periodic solutions of the equation of the type 25 .
For this purpose consider the generalized eigenvalue problem
x q a x q v 2 x s l f t x , t ) 0, l g R, .È Ç 1 1 30 . x 0 s x T ; x 0 s x T , .  .  .  .Ç Ç
where a / 0 is the given damping coefficient, while v s 2prT , T ) 0,
 .and f t are the same as in the previous discussion. Here we consider the
 .operator L to be the same as introduced while studying the problem 25 .
 .This problem is exactly of the type 11 . To study it, introduce a substitu-
tion
x t s u t q sin v t q l cos v t . 31 .  .  .2
T  .  .After the Lyapunov]Schmidt reduction minding that H G t, t x t dt sÇ0
T  .  . T  .yH G t, t x t dt and H u t dt s 0 we come to the following set ofÇ0 t 0
 .branching equations of the type 13
T¡
u t s l G t , t f t u t q sin vt q l cos vt dt .  .  .  . .H1 2
0
T
qa G t , t u t q sin vt q l cos vt dt , .  . .H t 2
0~ 32 .
T
l f t u t q sin vt q l cos vt sin vt dt q al p s 0, .  . .H1 2 2
0
T
l f t u t q sin vt q l cos vt cos vt dt y ap s 0, .  . .H¢ 1 2
0
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 .with respect to the unknowns u t , l and l . We also could have chosen1 2
another substitution of variables
x t s u t q cos v t q l sin v t 33 .  .  .2
and arrive at the similar system of branching equations
T¡
u t s l G t , t f t u t q cos vt q l sin vt dt .  .  .  . .H1 2
0
T
qa G t , t u t q cos vt q l sin vt dt , .  . .H t 2
0~ 34 .
T
l f t u t q cos vt q l sin vt cos vt dt y al p s 0, .  . .H1 2 2
0
T
l f t u t q cos vt q l sin vt sin vt dt q ap s 0. .  . .H¢ 1 2
0
Here also for the sake of simplicity we consider a particular example when
 .the parametric excitation f t does not contain sin 2v t term in its Fourier
series expansion.
 . < < < <THEOREM 10. Let f t be such that f s 0 and f - f r2. Thens, 2 0 c, 2
< <  .'a# ) 0 such that ;a : 0 - a - a# for the problem 30 the following
statements are ¨alid.
1. There exists at least two characteristic ¨alues
X < X < < < Xl : 0 - l - r a , sign l s ysign a sign f y f r2 .  .1 1 21 1 0 c , 2
and
Y < X < < < Yl : 0 - l - r a , sign l s sign a sign f y f r2 , .  .1 1 21 1 0 c , 2
where
1r22q< < < < < <r a s 8 a p 0.5 q 0.25 q 2 l T f y 0.5 f , .  . .21 2 0 c , 2 /
 q. 2  .  .l s y f y 0.5 f r f q 0.5 f , to which eigenfunctions of the form2 0 c, 2 0 c, 2
 .31 correspond. The set of such characteristic ¨alues within the indicated
inter¨ als can be approximated by applying Galerkin numerical method to the
 .set of equations 32 .
2. There exists at least two characteristic ¨alues
X X X< < < <l : 0 - l - r a , sign l s sign a sign f q f r2 .  .1 1 21 1 0 c , 2
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and
Y Y Y< < < <l : 0 - l - r a , sign l s ysign a sign f q f r2 , .  .1 1 21 1 0 c , 2
where
1r22q< < < < < <r a s 8 a p 0.5 q 0.25 q 2r l T f q 0.5 f , .  . .21 2 0 c , 2 /
 .to which eigenfunctions of the form 33 correspond. The set of such character-
istic ¨alues within the indicated inter¨ als can be approximated by applying
 .Galerkin numerical method to the set of equations 34 .
It is worth noting that as a ª 0 all the sets of characteristic values of
 . Xthe problem 30 found in the theorem tend to one point l s 0}the1
``trivial'' characteristic value of the problem in the absence of damping
 .25 . One also should mention here that under the conditions of the
theorem it is only possible to assert the existence of at least two different
X Xcharacteristic values, for it can happen that l coincide with l as well as1 1
Y Ythat l coincide with l .1 1
 .Proof. Consider the system of branching equations 32 . We are going
to choose such regions V g E s E rker L and V g R2 that this system1 1 2
 .  . 5 5is V V , V . As usual, for V we take the open ball B 0 : u - r .E1 2 1 r 11
 .Now let us construct V Fig. 2 . Note that the respective finite-dimen-2
sional mapping under the conditions of the theorem has the form
yl b q al p1 1 2D 0, l s . .  5l l a y ap1 2 22
FIG. 2. The region Vq; R2 constructed in the proof of Theorem 10.2
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Consider the case arb ) 0. Another case is dealt with by completely the1
same way. Define the region Vq in the first quadrant l G 0, l G 0 of2 1 2
the coordinate plane by the boundaries
Aq : l s 0, l G 0, .1 1 2
Aq : l s 0, l G 0, .2 2 1
Aq : l l s 2apra , .3 1 2 22
Bq : l s ap l q 1 rb , . .1 1 2 1
Bq : l s ap l y 1 rb , . .2 1 2 1
and the region Vy symmetric to Vq with respect to the origin of2 2
coordinates}in the third quadrant l F 0, l F 0 of the coordinate plane1 2
by the boundaries
Ay : l s 0, l F 0, .1 1 2
Ay : l s 0, l F 0, .2 2 1
Ay : l l s 2apra , .3 1 2 22
By : l s ap l q 1 rb , . .1 1 2 1
By : l s ap l y 1 rb . . .2 1 2 1
Note that each of these regions contains inside exactly one root of
 . "   .1r2  .1r24 "the equation D 0, l s 0: l s " apr b a , b ra g V .1 22 1 22 2
What is more,
deg D 0, l , V", 0 s ind l", D 0, l s sign det DX 0, l" / 0. .  .  . . .2 l
 ". <  . < < <  ".Now observe that on A , i s 1, . . . , 3, D 0, l s a p , while on b ,i 2 i
<  . < < < 5  .5 2 < < "i s 1, 2, D 0, l s a p . Therefore, D 0, l G a p on ­ V . AlsoR1 2
 "4one can easily estimate that whenever l g co 0, V , then2
1r2< < < < < < < <l - r s r a s a p 0.5 q 0.25 q 2b ra r b , .  . .1 21 21 1 22 1
1r2< <l - r s 0.5 q 0.25 q 2b ra . .2 22 1 22
< <It is essential that the estimate for l not depend on a . Now we can2
 .according to Theorem 1 assert that the system of branching equations 32
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  . ".is V B 0 , V when the following system of inequalities is satisfied:r 21
< <u a r q r q 1 - r , .  .1 22 1 < < < <r a Tr - a p , .21 1
 < <.  < <. X < <where u a s c r a q c a , c is the upper bound for the general-gg 21 g
ized Green's function, which is defined in the previous examples, cX sg
T <  . <max H G t, t dt . This system holds whent gw0, T x 0 t
< < < < < < < <r q 1 u a r 1 y u a - r - a prTr a . .  .  .  . .22 1 21
 < <.  < <.  < <.  < <.Minding that r a s O a and u a s O a we conclude that the21
last inequality is solvable, and, therefore, the first part of the theorem is
true according to Theorem 4. The upper bound a# for admissible values
of damping can be determined from the last inequality.
The second part of the theorem can be proved in a very analogous way
 .by considering the system of branching equations 34 . Q.E.D.
5. STABILITY OF SHALLOW SHELLS
In this section we study a sample problem of stability of a closed circular
cylindrical shell subject to the action of longitudinal inhomogeneous
compression or tension forces.
Consider a shallow cylindrical shell with the thickness h, radius R, and
the length L, made of an elastic material with Young's modulus E and
Poisson's ratio n . The coordinates are: y is an axial coordinate along the
shell's axis of symmetry, 0 - y - L; x is the coordinate measured along
the circumference arc, 0 - x - 2p R. The shell is subject to the normal
 .pressure s x directed along the axis of the shell and distributed inhomo-y
w xgeneously in the cross section. It has been shown 17 that such a shell can
be described by the set of differential equations with respect to the normal
transverse displacement W and the stress function F
D 1¡ 4= W y F s ys x W , ., y y y , y yh R~ 35 .1 1
4= F q W s 0.¢ , y yE R
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We consider the shell with simple support of the end faces, thus the
 .boundary conditions for the set of equations 35 should be
¡W x , 0 s W x , L s 0, F x , 0 s F x , L s 0, .  .  .  .
~W x , 0 s W x , L s 0, F x , 0 s F x , L s 0, .  .  .  . 36 ., y y , y y , y y , y y¢W x q 2p R , y s W x , y , F x q 2p R , y s F x , y . .  .  .  .
The periodic boundary conditions in x correspond to the symmetry of the
 .problem the shell is closed , while zero boundary conditions at y s L
represent the simple support of the end faces. In the above equations
3  2 . 4D s Eh r12 1 y n , = is a biharmonic operator. The first equation of
 .the set 35 represents static equilibrium conditions, the second one
representing the continuity of the shell's middle surface deformations.
Introduce new variables
h F syX 2 Xd s , F s , s s , d s d R .yX 2 X 22 ERd Ed’12 1 y n R .
 .into 35 and obtain the equations
2¡d W y F s ys x W , ., y y y , y y~ 37 .
2¢d F q W s 0,, y y
 .with the respective boundary conditions of the same type as 36 . Let
W x , y s w x sin ay , F x , y s f x sin ay , .  .  .  .
 .where a s p nrL and n g N is a number of wave crests troughs along
the shell's length, the choice of which we will clarify below. In this way we
arrive at the boundary-value problem for the system of O.D.E's with
 .  .respect to the unknown functions w x and f x
2 2 2 2¡a f q d H w s a s x w , .y~ 2 2 2 38 .d H f y a w s 0,¢f x q 2p R s f x , w x q 2p R s w x , .  .  .  .
where it has been denoted H s d2rdx 2 y a2.
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 .Before proceeding with the problem 38 consider the problem of the
0 .same type with homogeneous load s x s s s const:y y
2 2 2 2 0¡a f q d H w s a s w ,y~ 2 2 2 39 .d H f y a w s 0,¢f x q 2p R s f x , w x q 2p R s w x , .  .  .  .
To study it, let
q`
w x s w q w cos b x q w sin b x , .  .0 c , k k s , k k
ks1
q`
f x s f q f cos b x q f sin b x , .  .0 c , k k s , k k
ks1
 .where b s krR. After substituting these expressions into the system 39 ,k
we obtain a set of linear algebraic equations with respect to w , w , f ,c, k s, k c, k
 .f . Thus for a nontrivial solution to 39 to exist, it is necessary ands, k
sufficient that the determinant of the respective set of linear equations to
be equal to zero, from which follows the expression for the critical
pressure in the assumption of uniform distribution of the load in the cross
section of a shell:
22 2 2 2d b q a a .k0s s q .y 2 22 2 2a d b q a .k
0It is clear that the minimum value for the constant critical load s s 2,y
while the stability is lost on the mth where m g N is determined by the
diophantine equation
22 2 2 2d b q a s a , where b s mrR , 40 .  .
when only the latter is solvable. Further on we assume that there exists
 .such a pair m, n g N = N that for b s mrR and a s p nrL the rela-
 .tionship 40 holds. Note that there can exist only a finite number of such
pairs, while for each fixed n g N this relationship can hold for no more
than one m g N. Our assumption means from a physical point of view that
for the shell loaded by uniformly distributed axial compressionrtension
0forces the value s s 2 is the first critical pressure of the linear problem.y
Further on we suppose that
s x s 2 q l f x , .  .y 1
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where l g R represents the maximum value of the nonuniform com-1
ponent of the load, while the 2p R-periodic continuous function
 .f x is restricted to represent only the profile of the nonuniformity:
<  . <max f x s 1. Note that the inhomogeneous pressure componentw0, 2p R x
can take positive as well as negative values when 0 - x - 2p R, so it can
have turning points inside this interval. Under this assumption the system
 .of equations 38 assumes the form
¡ 2 2 2 2 2a f q d H y 2 a w s l f x a w , .  .1~ 2 2 2 41 .d H f y a w s 0,¢f x q 2p R s f x , w x q 2p R s w x . .  .  .  .
X  .Let now l s l be the characteristic value of the problem 41 . It is quite1 1
natural to call then
2p RXeffs s 2 q l f x dx .Hy 1
0
the ``effective'' critical pressure for the problem with inhomogeneous load.
We are now focusing on the question of whether there can occur such
effsituations when s - 2.y
It is obvious that the problem can be reduced to the linear O.D.E. with
periodic-type boundary conditions:
d 2ra2 H 2 y a2 f x s d 2l f x H 2 f , .  . . . 1 42 . f x q 2p R s f x . .  .
In seeking the classical solutions to this problem we define the operator
 2 2 . 2 2 .2L s d ra H y a to be restricted to the set of all sufficiently
 . w xsmooth 8 times continuously differentiable functions in C 0, 2p R }2p R
 .the space of continuous functions satisfying the periodic condition of 42 .
 .Our assumption regarding the solvability of the diophantine equation 40
readily implies that L is a Fredholm operator of index zero with the kernel
and adjoint kernel defined by
 4ker L s span sin bx , cos bx ,
2p R 2p RUker L s span ? sin bx dx , ? cos bx dx . .  .H H 5
0 0
 .  .It is clear now that the problem 42 is of the type 8 and hence one can
use the algorithm developed in Section 3. We introduce the substitution of
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variables
f x s l f x q p x q sin bx q l cos bx , 43 .  .  .  . .1 s 2
X X X X X2 2p R 2 .  .  .  .where p x s d H G x, x f x H sin bx dx , G x, x is the general-s 0
ized Green's function for the operator L. After obtaining the system of
 .  .equations of the type 10 with respect to the unknowns f x , l , and l1 2
we apply to it another substitution
2 22 2 2 2 2 2u x s H f x r b q a , p x s H p x r b q a .  .  .  .  .  .s 2
in order to simplify further calculations. At last we have the following
system of branching equations to analyze:
2p R¡ X X X X X X2 2u x s d H G x , x f x l u x q l p x q l cos bx dx , .  .  .  .  . .H 1 1 x 2
0
2p R X X X X X Xf x l u x q l p x q l cos bx sin bx dx .  .  . .H 1 1 s 2
0
2p R X X X2~ s y f x sin bx ds , .H
0
2p R X X X X X Xf x l u x q l p x q l cos bx cos bx dx .  .  . .H 1 1 s 2
0
2p R X X X1s y f x sin 2bx dx . .H2¢
0
44 .
 .The unknowns now are u x , l , and l . Theorems 8 and 9 can be1 2
obviously reiterated for this case. Here we consider a particular example.
 .THEOREM 11. Let f x s f cos bx q f . Then for each sufficientlyc, 1 0
 . X  .f ) 0 the problem 42 has at least one characteristic ¨alue l f - 0 that0 1 0
pro¨ides nontri¨ ial sol¨ ability of the problem and hence the stability loss of the
cylindrical shell under in¨estigation. The respecti¨ e ``effecti¨ e'' critical pressure
effin this case is s - 2.y
Note that the upper bound for f as well as the interval where nonzero0
characteristic value exists due to the statement of the theorem can be
easily computed by the proposed method. Application of Galerkin numeri-
 .cal method to the system 44 will as usual give approximations to the set
of such characteristic values. In this theorem we proved rigorously that in
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certain cases the ``effective'' critical pressure providing stability loss of the
shell under inhomogeneous load can be less than the first critical pressure
in homogeneous case.
6. CONCLUSIONS
We emphasize here the main features of the methods proposed as well
as of the results obtained.
1. The most essential feature of the approach proposed is that to
study linear eigenvalue problems we construct some specific nonlinear
branching equations. The heart of the matter is that the study of the latter
by means of the methods of nonlinear analysis can give us more informa-
tion on the original linear problem.
2. The application of the proposed approach to studying various
eigenvalue problems for periodic solution of Hill's equation yields the
solvability results in terms of only some rather weak assumptions on the
 .Fourier series coefficients of the variable coefficient f t that represents
the parametric excitation. What is more, it allows us to analyze the
 .situations when f t contains an infinite number of terms in its Fourier
series expansion. It is worth mentioning that such problems are difficult to
handle by the standard method of Hill's determinant.
3. The use of the approach connected with the analysis of iterations
of specially constructed branching equations makes it possible to obtain
results on the existence of multiple characteristic values for a rather
general class of problems. In this case we retrieve the information on the
original problem from the equations with high order nonlinearities.
4. The results on existence of multiple nontrivial solutions can be
naturally got from making use of higher dimension of the kernel of the
linear Fredholm operator L in the original problem.
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